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QUESTION 1
How can you access the HP SIM console on the local Windows Server?
A. Use a supported browser to connect to https://localhost:50000
B. Open the Programs > HP SIM > Systems Insight Manager menu option
C. On the local systems management homepage, select the HP SIM link
D. Connect through SSH on port 2381
Answer: A

QUESTION 2
How can you access the HP SIM console on the local Windows Server?
A. Use a supported browser to connect to https://localhost:50000
B. On the local systems management homepage, select the HP SIM link
C. Connect through SSH on port 2381
D. Open the Programs > HP SIM > Systems Insight Manager menu option
Answer: A

QUESTION 3
The SmartStart Scripting Toolkit is used to configure which part of a server deployment using Rapid
Deployment Pack? (Choose two.)
A. iLO 2
B. BIOS
C. Array
D. SQL Server
Answer: BC

QUESTION 4
Which online tools can be used to verify the system ROM family and version on an HP ProLiant DL380
G5? (Choose two.)
A. HP Version Control Agent and Array Configuration utility
B. Array Configuration Utility and ROM-based setup Utility
C. Intelligent Platform Management and HP iLO 2
D. HP iLO 2 and HP Version Control Agent
Answer: D

QUESTION 5
DRAG DROP
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A.
B.
C.
D.
Answer:

QUESTION 6
Which online tools can be used to verify the system ROM family and version on an HP ProLiant DL380
G5? (Choose two.)
A. Intelligent Platform Management and HP iLO 2
B. HP iLO 2 and HP Version Control Agent
C. Array Configuration Utility and ROM-based setup Utility
D. HP Version Control Agent and Array Configuration utility
Answer: B

QUESTION 7
What is the critical first step of an action plan that should be taken prior to making any configuration
changes to a customer system?
A. Ensure funding is available for any replacement components
B. Break the server down to minimum configuration, adding one component back at a time
C. Ensure backups are up to date and backup integrity is confirmed
D. Add fault-tolerant components to the system
Answer: C

QUESTION 8
During the installation a partition is created with 20GB size for operating system. After the sytem is installed
the size of the bootable partition is 72GB. What can be done to correct this and maintain the original 20GB
partition that was created?
A. Logical Drive Expansion must be disabled in the Array Configuration Utility
B. Before starting the installation, the array must be created with the desired size partition
C. The partition type must be changed to FAT16
D. The ExtendOemPartition option must be set to 0 in the unattended installation answer file
Answer: D

QUESTION 9
What is a feature of the HP Proactive 24 service?
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A. Remote Monitoring , analysis and management
B. Education services
C. 2-hour response time for software issues
D. Fixed time call-to-repair
Answer: C

QUESTION 10
A system is performing below expectations when executing serial tasks, such as file and print services.
Which performance upgrade resolves this issue?
A. Adding memory
B. Upgrading to a faster processor
C. Adding additional processors
D. Upgrading to faster memory
Answer: B
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